Conversource is the converter’s source for splicing tapes. From standard red splicing tapes to those for unique applications, Conversource will have the ideal splicing tape for you. If you have a special application, call us to discuss your specific requirements.

**Splicing tape - PVC**
A thin strong film tape coated with a high performance adhesive, chosen for its high shear strength. Available in both red and clear. Many press operators prefer red because it is easy to visually follow the splice through the press. Available in various widths. (Clear - C221C; Red - C221R)

**Splicing Tape - Clear Polyester**
High performance polyester splicing tape. (C222)

**Splicing Tape - Perforated**
A clear splicing tape specifically designed for splicing cross-perforated webs. (C229)

**Splicing Tape - Silicone**
Web splicing tape with an adhesive especially formulated to adhere to silicone coated surfaces. (C228)

**3M 9498 Splicing Tape**
A double coated non-repulpable splicing tape.

**Splicing Tape - Flying Butt Splicer**
A brown kraft pressure-sensitive splicing tape designed for use on flying butt splicers. Ideal for folding carton and other heavy substrates. (T4313)

**Tesa 4970 Splicing Tape**
Double-coated splicing tape for general lap splicing purposes. It is also used on Flying Butt Splicers.

**Econo-Tape**
A PVC tape available in a variety of colors. Often used as a flagging tape. (D203)

**3M R9996 Repulpable Flying Splice Tape**
R9996 is a repulpable double-coated tape laminate with a low release split liner.

**3M R9999 Repulpable High Strength Flying Splice Tape**
Similar to R9996 but with a high strength adhesive.